2018 Sponsor Package

The Cape Cod Bay Challenge (CCBC) family invites you to join us for our 11TH annual Cape Cod Bay Challenge. We are a celebration of the
ocean and the challenge of one of the East Coast’s longest and oldest stand up paddle (SUP) events. We are a community with a common
purpose and passion.
The CCBC benefits children with cancer by supporting Christopher's Haven - a home for kids when cancer hits home. This very special place
provides housing and support to children and their families during their long stay while receiving cancer treatment in Boston. Christopher’s
Haven is a stones throw from some of the best treatment available and provides a comfortable home away from home to kids from all over
the country and the world.
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The Mission
The Cape Cod Bay Challenge (CCBC) is a
recognized 501(c)(3) non-profit
organization that hosts a series of annual
stand up paddling (SUP) charity events.

The CCBC – By helping others, we help ourselves

The CCBC's primary goal is to raise money
for a truly wonderful charitable cause:
Christopher’s Haven. We do this by
bringing together a group of people
who forge new friendships and deep
bonds as they physically and mentally
challenge themselves through the sport of
stand up paddling.
The mission of Christopher's Haven is to
make a tangible difference in the lives of
families with children who are receiving
prolonged cancer treatment in the Boston
area by providing them with an affordable,
comfortable and nurturing place to stay
during their child’s treatment.

The Cause: Christopher’s Haven

Founded in 2001 by Dan Olsen, a local actor, singersongwriter and three-time cancer survivor, Christopher’s
Haven provides housing for the families of children being
treated for cancer at the Massachusetts General Hospital
(MGH) and other Boston area hospitals.
The Christopher’s Haven apartments (seven) are located
across the street from MGH which is home to a leading a
proton beam treatment facility that is used in the
treatment of certain pediatric brain tumors. Because MGH
is a leader in this technology, children travel to Boston
from around the world for this treatment that typically
lasts 6-8 weeks. The financial burden on a family to obtain
housing for that length of time in Boston is enormous, in
addition to the other financial and emotional burdens they
are carrying.

Kennis Nix and her family were the first residents at Christopher’s Haven

Christopher’s Haven is dedicated to providing young cancer
patients and their families a comfortable and welcoming
“home away from home” to free them from concerns
about the high costs of lodging and to allow them, instead,
to focus on the child’s treatment and recovery.
Red Sox pitcher Clay Buchholz and his wife Lindsay meet with a Christopher’s Haven family

The Story Behind the CCBC
The Cape Cod Bay Challenge (CCBC) was founded in 2007 by good
friends Bob Babcock and Mike Brown as a way to share their love for
stand-up paddling with others while raising money for causes &
charities.
The CCBC is the oldest and most recognized SUP event in the
Northeast. The crossing of Cape Cod Bay in August, is one of the
longest SUP events on the East Coast. What makes the crossing of the
Bay even more unique is that it is not a race. Paddlers cross together,
supporting each other along the way. Irreplaceable bonds are formed
between paddlers during the 10-12 hour, grueling 34 miles across the
Bay. The sense of family and community that is felt at the finish line
and the after party is unbelievable.
2017 was the 10 year anniversary for the CCBC and our supporters
showed up in numbers for the event. In total, the CCBC raised over
$100K for Christopher’s Haven which put us up to the $1 million mark
in over the years.
In 2018, we decided to mix it up a bit and will be paddling a course
that runs along the South Shore of Massachusetts for 22 miles and
ends on Duxbury Beach. We believe the new course and more
central finish line will help drive participation and ultimately donation
dollars raised for Christopher’s Haven. We are extremely excited
about 2018.
The CCBC is unlike any other event.

2018 CCBC
Cape Cod Bay Challenge
When:
Start:
Finish:
Description:

July 27-28, 2018
Nantasket Beach (Hull, MA) or Scusset Beach (Sagamore, MA) – Launch site to be determined the week of
Duxbury Beach (Duxbury, MA) / Blakeman’s Beach Restaurant
- July 27: Pre-event party location TBD
- July 28: 22 mile paddle up or down the coast. Estimated start between 6:30-7:00am. After party to start
between 3pm-4pm.

Share the Stoke - Sponsorship
Stand-up paddling is one the fastest growing water sport in the world. Over the past nine years, the organizers of the CCBC Event
Series have capitalized on the popularity of SUP and have increased participation in our events from 8 participants in one event in
2008 to over 500 participants (paddlers and party goers) in three events in 2015. This exponential increase in popularity and
participation has translated into increased exposure for our sponsors and greater proceeds for the charity we support.

• Corporations
The Cape Cod Bay Challenge is unique in that it combines the
growing popularity of stand-up paddle boarding with the
challenges of endurance events in one of New England’s
most scenic natural settings. The CCBC’s focus is to bring
together a group of people who forge new friendships and
deep bonds as they physically and mentally challenge
themselves while raising money for a truly wonderful
charitable causes.
The CCBC is looking to partner with corporations who want
to be a part of this culture and to align their organization
with the spirit and positive “stoke” of the CCBC and the
charities we support for the long term.

• New England Flare
The Cape Cod Bay Challenge is a grass-roots event with
tremendous local flavor. We are looking for sponsors who
want to be a part of this growing New England tradition.

• Sports & Health Enthusiasts
The CCBC takes stamina, mental toughness and months of
training and therefore we attract sports and health
enthusiasts from across the country. We are looking for
sports and health related sponsors that celebrate this drive
and enthusiasm.

Sponsorship Packages
The CCBC is seeking to accept all levels of sponsorship and donations. Below is a summary of the benefits associated with each
sponsorship level. Sponsorship can come in the form of cash, product (for the paddlers or for the raffle/auction) or a
combination of the two.
The Presenting Sponsor Package: $10,000+ (max of two sponsors)
•
•
•
•

Listed as a presenting sponsor on all CCBC event materials
8 complimentary paddler and party passes to the CCBC
Special recognition at the event
Prominent logo placement on event t-shirts, banners , marketing materials and the CCBC
website
• Mention in all press releases and advertising materials

The Overhead Sponsor Package: $2,500+

• 4 complimentary paddler and party passes to all the CCBC
• Special recognition at the event
• Prominent logo placement on event t-shirts, banners , marketing materials and the CCBC
website
• Mention in all press releases and advertising materials

The Waist High Sponsor Package: $1,000-$2,500
• 2 complimentary paddler and party passes to the CCBC
• Logo placement on the CCBC website
• Logo on event t-shirts, banners & marketing materials

The Knee High Sponsor Package: $500-$1,000
• Logo on the sponsors’ page of the CCBC website
• Logo on event t-shirts

Friends of Cape Cod Bay Challenge – less than $500

• Company name listed on the sponsors’ page of the CCBC website

Media Coverage
Television
•

New England Cable News

Local & Regional Press
•

Boston Globe

•

Duxbury Clipper

•

Boston Herald

•

Carver Reporter

•

Banker & Tradesman

•

Reck Reporter

•

South Shore Living Mag

•

Norwell Mariner

•

Cape Cod Times

•

Hull Times

Radio
•

95.9 WATD

•

North Shore 104.9 FM

•

Cape Cod 95.0 FM

•

Radio BDC

•

Transworld Surf

Industry Magazines
•

Stand Up Paddle Magazine

•

Stand Up Journal

Industry Websites
•

Standupzone.com

•

Boston.com

•

Kenalu.com

•

Supsurfmag.com

•

Supglobal.com

•

Paddlesurf.net

•

Nesurf.com

•

Supglobal

Present/Past Sponsors
Present & Past Overhead Sponsors

Present & Past Waist High Sponsors

Current/Past Sponsors
Present & Past Knee High Sponsors

Present & Past Friends of the CCBC
Comfort Inn Plymouth

The Liberty Hotel Boston

Patagonia

Delaware North Company

Lululemon

Kipling

Family Crest Catering

Cinnamon Rainbows

Mule Systems

Tracey Dudley

H2O Audio

Pelican Products

Vineyard Vines

Island Creek Oyster
Rick Romano Artwork

CCBC Contact Info
For sponsorship opportunities contact:
Mike Chase: mchase@stagindustrial.com
617-416-2723
For more information about CCBC and
Christopher’s Haven:
www.capecodbaychallenge.org
www.christophershaven.org

